TRINITY YOUTH CAMP
PACKING LIST
This list will be of value in assembling your child’s camp equipment. Please have the camper’s
name on every item, including each item in a pair. Unmarked items which are forgotten
cannot be returned. Remember that when a camper participates in gathering and packing,
s/he becomes familiar with her/his personal property and can be responsible for it. Items
allowed but not included in the list may be extra swimming gear, a baseball glove, and a
camera. Also, bring medications which will be turned in to and dispensed by the nurse. DO
NOT BRING FOOD! It is not allowed in the cabins by the Metigoshe/Camp of the Cross/Red
Willow Ministries’ staff. DO NOT BRING RADIOS, TAPE/CD PLAYERS, IPODS/IPADS,
VIDEO GAME DEVICES OR CELL PHONES. The Trinity Youth Camp Staff does not allow
them. Although our staff tries to be helpful, we cannot be responsible for lost, broken, or
stolen items. Let your child wear his/her old clothing as camping is meant to be a rustic
experience. Since this is a Christian camp – MODESTY is expected. Tank tops must have
straps at least 1’ wide and girls are required to wear a one-piece swimsuit. Inappropriate
dress, which includes exposed undergarments or improper T-shirt logos, will result in the
camper changing into appropriate apparel.
Remember these items:
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Pillow with case
Sleeping bag, heavy weight
2 bath towels
Laundry bag/old pillow case

3 pair of shorts
warm jacket
raincoat/lg. garbage liner
2 wash cloths
warm sweater/sweatshirt

Personal items: soap, shampoo,
Toothbrush/toothpaste,

backpack to carry items
from session to session

Comb/brush, deodorant, etc...
pajamas
reading material in case of rainy
weather

water bottle
swimsuit, beach towel
4 shirts
insect repellant/sunscreen

5 pair of socks
5 changes of underwear

flashlight
3 pairs of pants/jeans

kleenex
canteen money (2 items daily)

tennis shoes
A GOOD DISPOSITION!

biodegradable soap/shampoo (i.e. Sauve)

SEE YOU AT CAMP!

